No: KSAT/CS/PUR-STA/09/2016  Office of the Registrar
Karnataka State Administrative Tribunal
7th Floor, Kandaya Bhavan, KG Road
Bangalore-560009
Dated: 02.12.2020

NOTIFICATION

Subject: Calling for Quotations for Supply of 8 Nos of Samsung 203S and 1 No HP 78A Toner Cartridge to KSAT, Principal Bench, Bangalore-Reg.

**********

Sealed Quotations are invited from the reputed Firms/Companies for supply of 8 Nos of Samsung 203S and 1 No HP 78A Toner Cartridge to Karnataka State Administrative Tribunal, Principal Bench, Bangalore, subject to the following terms and conditions mentioned below.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

1. The rate shall be quoted for each item separately and it shall be inclusive of all Taxes.

2. Genuine Printer Toner Cartridge shall only be supplied.

3. Payment will be made only after the supply of the above items in good condition.

4. The Registrar, KSAT, Principal Bench reserves the right to accept or reject any quotations without assigning any reasons.

5. In the matters of dispute, the decision of the Registrar, KSAT, Principal Bench, shall be final and binding.

6. The Quotations should reach the undersigned on or before 11.12.2020.
7. Qualified supplier should deliver the Toner to following address.

    **O/O The Registrar,**
    7th Floor, Kandaya Bhavan
    K.G Road, Bangalore-560009

8. The Quotations shall be superscribed and addressed as follows:

    **"Quotation for Supply of Toners to KSAT, Principal Bench, Bangalore"**

    **The Registrar,**
    Karnataka State Administrative Tribunal,
    7th Floor, Kandaya Bhavan,
    KG Road, Bangalore-560 009.

    **"BY ORDER OF THE HON’BLE CHAIRMAN"**

    Registrar,
    Karnataka State Administrative Tribunal,
    Bangalore-09.